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We calculate semiclassically the quantum non-escape probability in an open quantum system 
with chaotic classicallimit. We shall show that for sufficiently large time， the decay of the non-
escape probability at time "t" is described by the exponential decay characterized by classical 





1 Introd uction 
One of the meωures of quantum decay in an open quantum system is the time evolution of 
an initially localized wave packet. In semiclassical regime， one should come to a "naive" guess 
that， the quantum decay will be a competition between the classical decay characterized by the 
Lyapunov exponent and the quantum localization due to the periodic orbits. The latter thus 
suppresses the former. In this paper， we shall elaborate this idea quantitatively， showing that 
the above intuition is correct. 
We start by defining phenomenologically our spatially open quantum systemωfollows: First， 
an open space n which also defines the interaction region， is connected spatially through absorb-
ing boundary to a large environment. The classical dynamics inside n isassumed to be chaotic. 
One then assumes that only paths that never leave the interaction region wi1l contribute to the 
path integral representation of the time evolution operator. Thus， instead of a unitary time 
evolution operator， the presence of the environment forces one to use a non-unitary one. Simi1ar 
idea has led Mensky[l] to his phenomenological "restricted path integral" model to the decか
herence phenomena， without considering the detai1s of the environment. To be more precious， 
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an ini tial wave packet 1ψ0(0))， which satisfies the normalization condition (ψn(O的)11tψy以E
i詰sput inside n. This initial wave packet is then evolved with the non-unitary time evolution 
ope則 oruh， which is obtained by ignoring al paths that pωs through the absorbing boundary 
ぬ(t)= uh，o(o)[uh]t， 
、 、 ? ， ， ，?? ?， ， ， ? 、 、
where ρ(0) = 1ψn(O))(ψ0(0)1. The quantum non-escape probability is then defined as七heprob-
ability to find a particle in the interaction region n at time t. It is therefore nothing but the 
norm of the time-developed wave function: 
Pn(t) =1 uhlψ。(0))12= Tr[，on(t)]. (2) 
The first semicl部 sicalapproximation proceeds as usual by replacing the propagator with its 
semiclassical version given as the summation over the cl部 sicaltrajectories starting from x and 
ending at z in time t， which is valid in the limit九→0
(zl 九Ix) 三 Kn(い叩z，x;町パt)= 乞(伽2知mπ仇伺)一{I陥α|向t九e叫 [ほ;かR九s山(いz，刈刈Z町州;メtの)一→t号争2シ判μ向刈s]
sεn 1 
(3) 
where the summation over s isover trajectories that never leave n. After some simple manipu-
lation， the quantum non-escape probability can be written出
Pn(t) 勾~ 1~ f r dzdy r dp Kn(z， x;t)Kn(山)点(μ;0) 
ム~7rnJ Jn J 
(4) 
It is clear that the quantum non-escape probability in n at time t isgiven by the double 
summation of pairs of classical trajectories which start at the same point x， consume the same 
forward of time t and end at the same point z. In the semiclassicallimit， due to the ergodicity 
of the chaotic system， each term of乞skwill fluctuate wildly， such that in average most will 
cancel to each other except pairs of trajectories whose energy are the same Es = Ek' The main 




N ext， letus notice that there are two c部 esthat satisfy the condition imposed by the summa-
tion， i.e.， Es = Ek' First is the trivial diagonal case， i.e.， when the two c1assical trajectories are 
identical s = k， asillustrated in Fig. 1 (upper). In this case， althe phases become zero such 
that one has 
的)""んωfφ必(p，x;吃 |α(z，x;t)1 (6) 
Followi時 Jalabertand Patawski[2]， notice that if the corresponding classical system is fully 









図 1:A pair ofidentical orbits (upper) and a periodic orbits ofperiod 2t as a result of constructive 
interference of two different classical trajectories s and k belonging to the same energy hyperspace 
(lower). 
入isthe average Lyapunov exponent of the corresponding clωsical chaotic system. Thus， in
this c槌 e，keeping in mind the normalization condition for the initial wave packet， the survival 
probability is given as 
prα(t) rv Vn exp [一入t]， (7) 
where Vn is the spatial volume of the interaction region O. Similar results with different contexts 
are reported in Refs. [2]. 
Second， the condition of equal energy Es = Ek is also satisfied by pairs of di旺'erentclassical 
trajectories (off-diagonal part) which both comprise a periodic orbit of period 2t that passing 
through the point z and x as illustrated in Fig 1 (lower). Mathematically， the condition can be 
reduced as follows 
p~nit(X) = -ptnぺx)， pt仇(z)= _p{in(z). (8) 
In this case， the points z and x give partition to the periodic orbit such that， the trajectories 
s and k consume the same amount of time t. The periodic orbit thus emerges as the result of 
constructive interference between two specific different trajectories belonging to the same energy 
hyperspace. The contribution from these cases can therefore be written as 
弓守P[t(吋ωtの)rvε LμdωJdφ似:pD斗九似p戸以oバ(いM川，x町山刷;2刈刈計制抑tの)PR'点(ωμp，x;町川州0刈的)ω叫(~S斗らp仰山O
poεn~ 也uιu 
where the amplitude is Dpo(z， x;2t)三 ICs(z，x; t)11/2ICk(Z， x;t)ll/2ヲandthe nontrivial phase is 
given by the classical action along the periodic orbit 
、 、 ，
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It is clear that the periodic orbits to be summed up are the ones that are trapped inside the 
interaction region 0 during their revolution. The summation spans over al the energy band 
of the initial wave packet and each periodic orbit is weighted by the probability density of 
the initial wave packet. This shows the initial condition dependence of the quantum decay[3]. 
Finally， writing al together， for t > 0， one obtains 
Pn(t) rv nexp [一入t]+乞・へ
pocn 
(11) 
The interpretation of the above formula is straightforward. The first term on the right hand 
side describes the classical diffusive decay due to the chaoticity of the corresponding classical 
system. This term will be dominant for small time. In other words， for small time， the quantum 
decay follows its clωsical counterpart. However if there are periodic orbits of period 2t that 
are trapped inside the interaction region 0， the particles remember the way to go baρk to its 
original. This last picture appears in the second term on the right hand side， which suppress the 
exponential decay of the first. For small time， these periodic orbits will appear as a nontrivial 
fiuctuation superimposed on the exponential decay. For large time， however， since for fully 
clωtic system the number of the periodic orbits grows exponentially (characterized by the 
topological entropy ofthe system)， the fiuCtl胤 ionswill cancel to each other， yet their amplitudes 
give significant suppression to the first term to induce an anomalous slow decay. 
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